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NEW QUESTION: 2
You are modifying an existing application.
The application includes a Loan class and a Customer class. The
following code segment defines the classes.
You populate a collection named customer-Collection with
Customer and Loan objects by using the following code segment:
You create a largeCustomerLoans collection to store the Loan
objects by using the following code segment:
Collection&lt;Loan&gt; largeCustomerLoans = new
Collection&lt;Loan&gt;();
All loans with an Amount value greater than or equal to 4000
must be tracked.
You need to populate the largeCustomerLoans collection with
Loan objects.
Which code segment should you use?
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Must add to the largeCustomerLoans collection, not the
customerLoanCollection.
We iterate through each customer in customerCollection and
check each loan belonging to this customer.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is not part of the CPU processor.
A. Register
B. Control unit
C. Process
D. Logic operation unit
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
After you configure the Cisco 5508 Wireless Controller v7.6, a
customer requests an SSID that allows for client web
authentication with email input. Which authentication method
should be used?
A. authentication
B. conditional web redirect
C. on MAC filter failure
D. splash page web redirect
E. pass-through

Answer: E
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